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Purpose: The quote-burger is a model that helps students
understand how to effectively integrate quotes into their writing.
Like the para-burger with its topic sentence, ideas, and closer, the
quote-burger helps students imagine the task of integrating
quotes into three manageable and distinct pieces. It was
originally developed for use when writing about literature but
can also be adapted for summaries, arguments, analysis, and
research.
Objective: Students will be able to smoothly integrate, wellpunctuated and correctly cited quotes.
Specifically, students will be able to:
1) Give a context for the quote (literature) or establish the
credentials of the author of the quote (non-fiction)
2) Insert the exact quote with appropriate punctuation and page
number (or use citation format chosen by teacher)
3) Clearly explain the significance of the quote or how the quote
supports a main idea in the essay
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The Assignment for Students
The Quote Burger for Literature
Summary: Integrating quotes into your writing is one of the most important ways to provide
the evidence that proves your claim. In this assignment, we will practice this skill by
evaluating, then creating quote-burgers that have a context, a quote, and a brief explanation
of the quote’s significance.
Purpose: Quote-burgers can be used to develop or prove a claim and support the central idea
of your essay.
Writer’s role: You are writing as someone who has read the literary selection and knows the
quotes well. You will try to use a quote to prove something.
Audience: This can vary. You may be writing to someone who has read the book and knows
the piece of literature well, or you might be writing to someone who does not know the book
or the information. In either case, you will try to use a quote strengthen your essay. The
amount of context you need to include will depend on your audience.
Form: A clear, well punctuated sentence with the quote and a clear and compelling
explanation of the significance of the quote.
FCAs
1. context of quote (where, when, who… or title, author, genre if necessary) 4 points
2. “exact quote,” and page number (novel), paragraph (passage), line number (poem), or
cite in appropriate form at teacher’s discretion 2 points
3. clear and compelling explanation of significance of quote and/or how it proves your
point (1+ sentences) 4 points
Procedure
ü We will do a Type One comparing two evidence-based paragraphs, and I will ask you
“Which paragraph is more convincing? Why?” 5 lines 2 minutes.
ü I will explain about quote-burgers and you will add them to your notes.
ü You will find some quotes in a poem, passage, or novel to use as evidence for the big
question. (Describe the character of __________ in the selection ___________. Or,
explain how Christopher Paul Curtis uses vivid language effectively in Bud, Not
Buddy.)
ü I will model several quote-burgers and we will rank how well they follow the FCAs.
ü Write your own quote burger for the quote you selected.
ü Read aloud in one-foot voice.
ü Highlight the exact quote, darken the punctuation, underline the context, and check off
the explanation. Or we will use crayons: green for context; red for exact quote and
citation; blue for explanation)
ü Pass in, or peer edit then pass in.
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Type One Writing:
Which Paragraph is better?
In the novel, Bud Not Buddy, explain how Christopher Paul Curtis uses figurative
language to convey what Buddy is experiencing.

#1
In the novel, Bud Not Buddy, Christopher Paul Curtis uses language very
effectively to convey what Buddy is experiencing. First of all, he uses similes all
the time. There are at least six similes in the first chapter. These help the reader
get a feel for Buddy’s roller coaster of emotions. Also, Curtis uses
personification and hyperbole all the time. He makes things come alive and
really exaggerates. Most importantly, Curtis uses onomatopoeia really well.
Onomatopoia is when you use sound words like meow or bark or whoosh. This
makes the writing much more vivid. Overall, Curtis uses similes, personification,
hyperbole, and onomatopoeia to convey what Buddy is experiencing.
#2
In the novel, Bud Not Buddy, Christopher Paul Curtis uses language very
effectively to convey what Buddy is experiencing. First of all, Curtis uses similes
and onomatopoeia throughout the novel. For example, in Chapter One, when
Buddy is awakened by his foster roommate Todd jamming a pencil up his nose,
Curtis writes it was “like a steam locomotive had jumped the tracks and chugchug-chugged its way straight up...” (page 12). By comparing the pencil to a
steam locomotive, Curtis makes it seem really powerful, large, and super
uncomfortable. When he includes the onomatopoeia “chug-chug-chugged” it
adds pain to the situation by making it seem like the pencil kept on going without
stopping. Another technique Curtis uses well is hyperbole. Also in Chapter
One when Todd is beating up Buddy, Buddy decides not to fight back and he
describes Todd as someone who, “could hit like a mule.” (page 28).
Exaggerating the power of Todd’s punch by comparing it to a mule gives the
audience of sense of both Buddy’s helplessness and his sense of humor. It’s
almost as if he is saying, “Who could fight a mule? This is ridiculous.” Curtis is
a skillful writer who conveys Buddy’s experiences by using similes,
onomatopoeia, and hyperbole. Because this effective writing, the reader feels
Buddy’s pain, confusion, and helplessness, we come to care about him and want
him to triumph.
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Sample of Quote Burgers
Question to answer: In the novel, Bud Not Buddy, explain how Christopher Paul
Curtis uses figurative language to convey what Buddy is experiencing.
Note: These quote burgers are imbedded within a longer essay or paragraph.

In the very first paragraph of Bud, Not Buddy, Christopher Paul Curtis describes a
caseworker walking down the hall, “Her high shoes sounding like little
firecrackers going off on the wooden floor.” (Page 1) This image captures the
tension in the room as children await adoption news. The tapping firecracker
signifies little explosions designed to startle children not soothe them.
In chapter two, Curtis describes what it felt like for Buddy to awake with a pencil
being shoved up his nose. Curtis writes that it felt, “like a steam locomotive had
jumped the tracks and chug-chug-chugged its way straight up my nose.” (Page
12) This chugging engine is a perfect analogy because the reader can feel
Buddy’s pain. It gives one the sense that the train would keep on going,
increasing the suffering with every inch.
It is not just Curtis’ use of similes but his ability to choose the right simile for
each situation. For example, in chapter two, when Bud gets into a fight with the
bully, Todd, Curtis writes that Todd could “hit like a mule.” (page 28) And when
Bud returned from the shed to exact his revenge he “crouched like a cat burglar.”
(page 30) These are effective examples of similes because they fit the situation.
Todd does seem like a mule (big and strong, but not too bright), and the cat-like
Budd is clearly bent on doing something illegal when he reenters the house.

Green = background/credibility (green: dig up grass and plant quote)
Red = exact quote with source/page (red: stop and get it right)
Blue = clear explanation (blue: like the clear blue sky)
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Rate These Quote-burgers
Be prepared to justify your score with specific examples from the passage.
In Bud, Not Buddy, explain how Christopher Paul Curtis uses figurative
language to show the experience of his main character.
Context 4 points (who, when, where, page number/chapter)
Exact quote with punctuation 2 points (can be broken . . .)
Clearly explain significance of quote 4 points
1. In Chapter One it says, “one of the caseworkers came in and tap-tap tapped
down the line.” This shows that there is good language.
Context: _______ “Exact quote,”: _________ Significance: ________
Total: ______
2. A great example of vivid language comes in Chapter One. In this scene, Bud
is in an orphanage and is nervous about being adopted. He hears one of the
caseworkers tapping down the line. In this quote, Curtis combines onomatopoeia
and a vivid verb to write tapping down the line. It is a perfect image because the
reader can hear the case worker’s shoes and feel the suspense.
Context: _______ “Exact quote,”: _________ Significance: ________
Total: ______
3. Curtis uses onomatopoeia and similes very effectively. In the very first
chapter, Bud is in the orphanage waiting for the arrival of the caseworker. “One
of the caseworkers came in and tap-tap tapped down the line . . . her high shoes
sounding like little firecrackers going off on the wooden floor.” (page 1).
Context: ________ “Exact quote,”: _________ Significance: ________
Total: ______
Pick one of the above quote burgers and in your groups fix it to get a perfect
score of 10.
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Rate These Quote-burgers
Be prepared to justify your score with specific examples from the
passage Hatchet by Gary Paulson
Explain how the protagonist, Brian, changes in the story.
Context 4 points (who, when, where, page number/chapter/or scene)
Exact quote with punctuation 2 points (can be broken . . .)
Clearly explain significance of quote 4 points
1. Late in the book it says, “That was the difference now. He had changed, and he was
tough. I'm tough where it counts—tough in the head . . .” This shows Brian is changed.
Context: ________ “Exact quote,”: ________ Significance: ________ Total: ________
2. An example of the great change comes after Brian survives a tornado. In this scene, Brian
is on the verge of despair as everything he worked hard to create has been wiped out. You
can tell he is different now because he is not depressed. Instead he asserts his mental
toughness and knows he has what it takes to rebuild his shelter, find food, and survive.
Context: ________ “Exact quote,”: ________ Significance: ________ Total: ________
3. Brian’s conflict with nature is never more vivid than after he experiences a tornado in the
late summer. The hurricane wipes out everything Brian has worked to create: his shelter, his
fish-farm, and his hunting tools. But, the conflict has not defeated Brian. Paulson writes of
Brian’s thoughts, “That was the difference now. He had changed, and he was tough. I'm
tough where it counts—tough in the head.” (P. 100) This shows Brian has become a survivor.
All he really needs is his spirit, his intelligence, his “head.” The conflict with nature changed
him; it made him tougher. He grew up.
Context: ________ “Exact quote,”: ________ Significance: ________ Total: ________
Pick one of the first two quote burgers and fix it to get a perfect score of 10.
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ANSWER KEY
Rate These Quote-burgers
Be prepared to justify your score with specific examples from the passage
In Bud, not Buddy, explain how Christopher Paul Curtis uses figurative language
to show the experience of his main character.
Context 4 points (who, when, where, page number/chapter)
Exact quote with punctuation 2 points (can be broken . . .)
Clearly explain significance of quote 4 points
1. In Chapter One it says, “one of the caseworkers came in and tap-tap tapped
down the line.” This shows that there is good language.
Context: 1 “Exact quote,”: 1 Significance: 1 Total: 3
Context: there is no who, when, where Quote: no page number; the quote missing
a capital letter Explain: no specific analysis or elaboration of significance
2. A great example of vivid language comes from Chapter One. In this scene,
Bud is in an orphanage and is nervous about being adopted. He hears one of the
caseworkers tapping down the line. Curtis combines onomatopoeia and a vivid
verb to write tapping down the line. It is a perfect image because the reader can
hear the case worker’s shoes and feel the suspense.
Context: 4 “Exact quote,”: 0 Significance: 4 Total: 7
Quote: no page number; the quote missing a capital letter
3. Curtis uses onomatopoeia and similes very effectively. In the very first
chapter, Bud is in the orphanage waiting for the arrival of the caseworker. “One
of the caseworkers came in and tap-tap tapped down the line . . . her high shoes
sounding like little firecrackers going off on the wooden floor.” (page 1).
Context: 4 “Exact quote,”: 2 Significance: 0 Total: 6
Explain: no specific analysis or elaboration of significance of quote
Pick one and in your groups fix it to get a perfect score of 10.
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ANSWER KEY
Rate these Quote-burgers
Be prepared to justify your score with specific examples from the
passage Hatchet by Gary Paulson
Explain how the protagonist, Brian, changes in the story.
Context 4 points (who, when, where, page number/chapter/or scene)
Exact quote with punctuation 2 points (can be broken . . .)
Clearly explain significance of quote 4 points
1. Late in the book it says, “That was the difference now. He had changed, and he was
tough. I'm tough where it counts—tough in the head . . .” This shows Brian is changed.
Context: 1 “Exact quote,”:
1 Significance:
1
Total: 3
Context: Does not give who, where Quote: missing page number Explain: significance is
weak
2. An example of the great change comes after Brian survives a tornado. In this scene, Brian
is on the verge of despair as everything he worked hard to create has been wiped out. You
can tell he is different now because he is not depressed. Instead he asserts his mental
toughness and knows he has what it takes to rebuild his shelter, find food, and survive.
Context:

3

“Exact quote,”:

0

Significance:

3

Total:

6

Quote: missing Context: does not elaborate on quote because there is no quote (or scene), but
there is some elaboration
3. Brian’s conflict with nature is never more vivid than after he experiences a tornado in the
late summer. The hurricane wipes out everything Brian has worked to create: his shelter, his
fish-farm, and his hunting tools. But, the conflict has not defeated Brian. Paulson writes of
Brian’s thoughts, “That was the difference now. He had changed, and he was tough. I'm
tough where it counts—tough in the head.” (P. 100) This shows Brian has become a survivor.
All he really needs is his spirit, his intelligence, his “head.” The conflict with nature changed
him; it made him tougher. He grew up.
Context:

4

“Exact quote,”:

2

Significance:

4

Total:

10

Pick one of the first two quote burgers and fix it to get a perfect score of 10.
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The Quote Burger: Outside of English Class
Summary: Integrating quotes into your writing is one of the most important ways to provide
evidence to prove your claim or develop your central idea. In this assignment we will practice
this skill by creating some quote-burgers that have a context, a quote, and a brief explanation
of the quote’s significance.
Purpose: Quote-burgers are used in informative or argument writing in order to give the
reader the context of the quote and the credibility of the author, the exact quote, and an
explanation of the importance or the quote, how the quote supports your central idea or
proves your claim.
Writer’s role: You are writing as someone who is using a quote to develop a central idea or
to prove a claim.
Audience: This can vary. You may be writing as someone who has read the cited book,
article, or author and knows the context, or you might be writing to someone who does not
know this author or the information. In either case, you will try to use a quote to develop
your idea. The amount of context you need to include will depend on your audience.
Form: A clear, well punctuated sentence with the quote and a compelling explanation or
elaboration of the quote.
FCAs
1. context of quote (title, author, genre if necessary and provide evidence of the
credibility of the author of the quote if necessary.) 4 points
2. “exact quote,” and appropriate citation at teacher’s discretion 2 points
3. clear and compelling explanation of significance of quote and/or how it proves your
point (1+ sentences) 4 points
Procedure
ü We will do a Type One comparing two evidence-based paragraphs, and I will ask you
which paragraph is more convincing and why.
ü I will explain about quote-burgers and you will add them to your notes.
ü You will find some quotes in our article or selection to use as evidence for the big
question (How should we promote recycling? Or, take a position on _______ and
support your claim with evidence from ________________.)
ü I will model several quote-burgers and we will rank how well they follow the FCAs.
ü Write your own quote burger for the quote you selected.
ü Read aloud in one-foot voice.
ü Highlight the exact quote, darken the punctuation, underline the context, and check off
the explanation.
ü Pass in, or peer edit then pass in.
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Sample Quote Burger for Proving a Point about Recycling
Many groups have taken action to reduce the amount of plastic their
community uses. For example, the University of Vermont recently
banned the sale of bottled water on their campus. They have changed
their drinking fountains to act as refill stations for water containers.
Glenda Thompson, the Director of Sustainability at UVM, was quoted in
a Boston Globe editorial saying that water fountains will be retrofitted
until every one of the 215 fountains is ready for use and, "People stop
asking." (Boston Globe 12-16-12) She is in effect saying that the
university won’t stop until every student knows where to fill his or her
water bottle. This shows the school's commitment to making concrete
changes to reduce plastic on campus, and it's exactly the kind of effort
needed in every community.
Green = background/credibility (green: dig up grass and plant quote)
Red = exact quote with source/page (red: stop and get it right)
Blue = clear explanation (blue: like the clear blue sky)
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Quote Burger Template
_____________________________
______________________________
FCA: Identify background and credibility of speaker 20
FCA: “Give exact quote,” and source 20
FCA: Clearly explain relevance or significance and link to your thesis 60

_______________________________________________________________________________________

Context or credentials and Author
_______________________________________________________________________________________

“insert quote,”
_______________________________________________________________________________________

“quote continued,”
_______________________________________________________________________________________

Clearly connect quote to thesis or explain relevance or significance
_______________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________
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